
Educational Visits



Museum of Illusions’ Educational Programme

The Museum’s ultimate aim is to educate children through a simplified 

learning process and alternative educational methods. For school subjects 

such as math, physics, history, the explanation behind the illusions is 

provided.

Children are invited to distinguish between illusions and reality, prompting a 

productive dialogue between science and games. Similar to any other 

modern museum, the aim is to create a dialogue between visitors and 

exhibits.

During their visit, children participate in a game, discovering all of the above, 

in order to understand the illusions.

We start learning about illusions as soon as we enter the Museum. With the 

hidden Einstein exhibit  as a starting point, we discuss the Theory of 

Relativity and, through that simple example, we lay the basis for 

understanding all the exhibits we will encounter during our visit. The 

function of photography and our position in space are the basic elements 

of exploration. Using the method of discovery, we play a word game, while 

at the same time we explore the Museum’s exhibits.

All of the above help bring out the hidden scientist in children, but also help 

them understand the logic behind the illusions.

Illusions, apart from providing entertainment, serve as a starting point for 

reflection: sometimes, the reality we perceive is far from what is really 

happening around us.

In the Museum of Illusions

illusions become magic and science becomes a game!



What is the Museum of Illusions?

It is an innovative, experiential space around the 

theme of illusions. Its exhibits are inspired by science 

and arts, and delivered through modern means. With 

an emphasis on educational methods, the Museum 

creates a game of discovery, breaking down the 

usual museum stereotypes.

What is an Illusion? 

An illusion is a false perception of reality. It is created by some stimulus, which can be a 

sound, smell, taste, picture, even touch.

Our Museum deals with visual illusions; these arise from the distortion of a real external 

stimulus. The Museum’s exhibits create illusions relating to the shape, size or colour of an 

object, a room or even our own idol.

The Museum’s Philosophy 

At the heart of the Museum's philosophy lies the concept 

of questioning. The paradox clashes with common 

perception. This entertaining conflict leads to an 

incredible discovery. The visitor is invited to rediscover 

the truth.



The Exhibits  

The Museum includes paintings, constructions 

and installations that create themed rooms; 

the exhibits are interactive, enhancing active 

participation. Visitors are invited to observe 

the exhibit, touch it and become part of it, in 

order to identify the optical illusion.

Concepts such as light, motion, colours, 

perspective and mirage decisively contribute to 

capturing the illusions –in fact, these elements 

create the illusions. The main tool of discovery 

is photography: part of the illusions are 

captured photographically. This means that 

they are not perceived with the naked eye, but 

through the photographic lens.

Children experiment with perspective, thus 

learning one of the fundamental principles of 

photographic and painting art. They should be 

encouraged to take pictures themselves, since 

this enhances the experiential learning and fun 

factor, therefore inducing deeper 

understanding.

Typical examples are “The Chair Illusion" and 

the "Upside Down Room”.

These exhibits use photography technique and 

are based on the laws of physics, while also 

containing references to medicine.



At first glance, the “Chair Illusion" reminds us of randomly placed pillars in the middle of a 

room. However, by placing a camera or smartphone at a certain angle, the pillars seem to 

”compose" a chair. The person sitting on it looks like breaking the laws of physics and appears 3 

times smaller in size.

This exhibit requires the participation of a second person, who stands at some distance from the 

seated person. Once again, with the help of the photographic lens and perspective, these two 

people appear to be on the same level and able to touch each other.

The illusion created can be explained through medicine and the correlation of visual stimuli with 

the way our brain translates them.



The "Upside Down Room" creates the illusion of anti-gravity. In the resulting 

photograph, visitors appear to be on the ceiling, hung upside down. This is not a dangerous 

activity.

In reality, this is a photographic trick, which results from the photo rotation. In fact, guests 

stand on the ground as usual, while all objects in the room are screwed upside down onto 

the ceiling.

What is impressive is that even after deconstructing the trick behind the illusion, the 

photographic result continues to convince the viewer, since our brain takes for granted the 

physical structure of space and remains perplexed seeking an answer for... upside down 

people.



A main reference point of the exhibition is the use of mirrors. Mirages, multiplication of idols 

and dead angles, which conceal information, create inexplicable images and sensations.

There are mirrors in the "Infinity Room”, “Kaleidoscope” and “Table of Cloning". 

Multiple idols create a mystery game aimed at understanding the nature of a mirage.

Children are impressed by the "Well of Infinity“, a set of mirrors which form a series of 

reflections, creating an infinite distance. In this case, they are positioned in a way that creates 

the impression of a well. Children are asked to look down at the well and discover its bottom.



Part of the Museum’s exhibits are inspired by discoveries and observations of well-known scientists and 

artists, whose areas of expertise are psychology, science and painting.

A typical example is "Ames Room". It is a distorted room named after the American ophthalmologist 

Adelbert Ames, who was the first person to build such a room. In this particular exhibit, the resulting  

illusions relate to the shape of the room and the size of the people in it. Children enjoy seeing themselves 

looking gigantic and this causes them to think of and liken themselves to their childhood heroes.
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Address:
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Phone: +30 2102201610
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